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Adaptive icon template psd

On July 6, 2017, the recent release of Android O introduced a new concept for launcher icons called adaptive icons. The basic idea of responsive icons is to display different shapes in different device models. In practice, each OEM provides a mask that the system uses to display all icons with the same shape. You can obviously read more about adaptive icons on a d.android.com
web page. As an icon designer, creating an adaptive icon can be quite cumbersome. You have to deal with multiple limitations, but it's hard to have a clear view of the actual look of your icons. In a recent tweet of mine, I mentioned a pretty handy web tool that you can use to get a quick view of your launcher icons: adapticon.tooo.io While this tool is really nice to view possible
animations of your icons, it also requires you to upload images to the server and copy their URLs into the appropriate fields, making the design process quite lengthy and boring. In order to quickly look at some possible rendering, I recently created the Affinity Designer: Template uses a new feature in Affinity Designer 1.5: Symbols. The left icon labeled Wizard is based on a
character, which is then duplicated to get different shapes. Any changes you make to the main character will be directly replicated to other copies. The characters are marked with a solid orange paneling on the left. As I always do when issuing graphic assets, I ensured .afdesign respects a certain hygiene: made only of vector elements, cleverly layered, named and grouped, etc.
The file was created using Affinity Builder 1.5.5. Also note the following resources licensed under CC BY 3.0: I really hope you find this .afdesign useful in adapting your icon to the new adaptive Android O. 1 icons: I've seen a few reviews on implementing a new concept of adaptive icons. I personally view the initiative as an interesting approach to increasing consistency between
icons. However, I am also disappointed by the loss of freedom, creativity and opportunity. In particular, I've always been a huge fan of having an open form that's unique to the app and expresses the metaphor of your app goal. It looks like adaptive icons will slowly fade that unique feature. A guide to creating responsive icons for Android. Mask support: Square, rounded square,
squir, drop, circle Keychain guides Foreground and BACKGROUND TODO: Outdated icons mask square mask rounded square mask mask iOS mask mask License All this project (. PSD Guide and all other files) licensed with CC BY-ND 4.0 license. This means that you can copy and redistribute material in any environment or format for any purpose, even commercially on the
following terms: Attribution – you must have a link to this page. No derivatives - if you material, you cannot distribute modified material. To ensure that the more about this license, it's freedom and limitation, please check the following resources: Important! The aforementioned license only covers . PSD guide and its accompanying files. Everything you create with it, on the other
hand, can be used, licensed, distributed, sold or given at your sole discretion. It is solely up to you. Support If you find it helpful, please support my work by becoming patron on Patreon. Also, check out the articles on my blog. Start Cloning or loading this repository. Open the launcher icon .psd photoshop. Hide or remove layers in a foreground folder. Add a layer inside or above
the foreground folder. Work on an amazing responsive icon (don't forget the background). Hide or show masks to preview the appearance of a responsive icon. Apply it to the app you're working on. Profit! Follow the same steps to make the Google Play Store icon. If necessary, you can make sample icons optimized for measurements, key lines, and guides. If you have any
problems, comments or suggestions, please post a question. Clone this repository Make changes Request Pool View's Full Store You can also like this Android Responsive Icon Template, which automates the rendering process of all sizes that should be bundled with apps running on Android 8.0 and later back. The template exports the foreground and background layers used to
display adaptive icons on the device. ✅ Recreate all responsive sizes of Android app icons from one size ✅ Smart preview app icon inside Android screenshots ✅ One click exports ✅ Squircle, drop, rounded rectangle and ellipse mask preview included ✅ Available for sketch and Photoshop Download for sketch and Photoshop Get more design resources on Get 10% off, when
you sign up for Apply Pixel Membership with discount code dribbble10 Apply pixels Welcome to our design portfolio on the Dribbble More by Apply Pixels View profile I've created some templates for the new Android O responsive icons. Responsive icons are quite different from the current Android app icons. Adaptive icons are masked by the launcher, the mask can be a range of
shapes, and icons now have two layers to help with animations and open up more features to use them. Templates are available for Photoshop, Sketch, Illustrator and Affinity Designer. All are free and open source under a BSD license (do what they like). Please let me know if you have any questions. Feedback welcome. Any member and access resourcesThen template
Android Adaptive Icon, which automates the rendering process of all sizes that you need complete with applications running on Android 8.0 and Versions. The template exports the foreground and background layers used to display adaptive icons on the device. Add to CartDouble- click on the layer called Edit Me and Save. A smart object opens. Inside this smart object there are
two layers of layers titled Foreground Layer and Background Layer. Create a responsive glyph icon in the foreground layer and set the background in the background layer. After you save this smart object, multiple sizes in the primary PSD file will be played automatically. In the Masks layer group, you can hide/show various layer masks that Android will apply to your icon when it
is launched on a real device. Thanks for subscribing. We're not spam. Only high-quality newsletters. Unsubscribe with one click. We send a monthly review of new resources on the site. We release freebies often available to members and non-members. Find out which resources are up to date to keep your work up to date. Get interesting and up-to-date articles to align your
design skills. All items / graphic templates / Love this item? Sign up to unlock this item as well as millions of creative assets with unlimited downloads. Already a member of Envato? Sign in here. Do you like this item? Sign up to unlock this item as well as millions of creative assets with unlimited downloads. Already a member of Envato? Sign in here. See moreSee moreSee the
moreSee easter sale poster and flyerHandwritten kung-let fat choi - Chinese ieluziaLovely kids party invitation flyer interested in this item? Get unlimited access to Envato Elements from €14.50/month. 14.50 euros per month.
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